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Welcome to Fosway Group, Europe’s #1 HR Industry Analyst

Make Better HR Buying Decisions Faster

HR Analysts


THE 2024 FOSWAY 9-GRID™ FOR DIGITAL LEARNING IS NOW LIVE!
NEW: DOWNLOAD THE 2023 HR REALITIES RESEARCH
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMME





Next Gen HR
HR is transforming; from the innovation accelerated by the COVID-19 crisis, to rethinking talent and people success, through to reinventing talent acquisition – find out how we can help.





Next Gen Learning
Digital learning, learning experiences, next gen LMS, mobile, video, microlearning, social, AI, augmented and virtual reality, are part of a complex ecosystem that we are uniquely placed to help you navigate.

















HR Analysts you can trust



Fosway are Europe’s leading HR analysts. We work with global HR software vendors to help you make informed decisions on the right HR platform for your business.






9-GRID™

The NEW 2024 9-Grid™ for Digital Learning is now available, along with the 2024 reports for Learning Systems and Talent & People Success, the 2023 9-Grid™ reports for Cloud HR and Talent Acquisition. These are the only independent vendor analysis designed for European companies evaluating Next Gen HR, Talent or Learning solutions, the Fosway 9-Grids™ should be your first step to understanding the market, and a critical resource for evaluating different vendor options. Download your copies below:


	Cloud HR

	Talent Acquisition

	Digital Learning 

	Learning Systems 

	Talent & People Success
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FEATURED CONTENT

Fosway Group, Europe’s no.1 HR industry analyst, has completed the insights from its annual Digital Learning Realities research, in association with the world’s leading workplace learning tech event, Learning Technologies. Now in its 9th year, the research explores how L&D teams rise to the challenge of a fast-changing tech landscape.

DOWNLOAD HERE
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MAKING THE RIGHT CHOICES

Referencing the 9-Grids™ or our European analyst research is a great place to start when evaluating current suppliers, planning your future or looking for new tools and technology. But what you see here is just the tip of the iceberg. As well as accessing the best existing European research and market insight, when you work with us you also have the security of knowing that we are a completely independent HR analyst and don’t have a vested interest in the outcome. Why start your procurement process from scratch when we already have the research and insight to help you make better supplier decisions much faster?
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IF YOU ARE A VENDOR

Whilst providing the best analysis and accelerating corporate decisions will always be our core focus, we also believe we better serve our corporate clients by helping vendors to understand how they can perform better too. As well as an open and extensive core vendor research process, we have created the Fosway Vendor Programme, a structured engagement model for vendors seeking better insights on the EMEA market, and a platform for Fosway’s HR analyst services to help improve vendor performance.
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Discover our latest research and resources
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Contact Info


Purlieus Farmhouse Ewen Cirencester Gloucestershire GL7 6BY UNITED KINGDOM

Phone: +44 (0) 207 917 1870

Email: [email protected]
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